The category of all 2-dimensional real division algebras is shown to split into four full subcategories each of which is given by the natural action of a Coxeter group of type A 1 or A 2 on the set of all pairs of ellipses in R 2 which are centred in the origin and have reciprocal axis lengths. Cross-sections for the orbit sets of these group actions are being determined. They yield a classification of all 2-dimensional real division algebras. Moreover all morphisms between the objects in this classifying list are described, and thus an explicit and geometric picture of the category of all 2-dimensional real division algebras is obtained.
Introduction
By a real division algebra we mean a real vector space V , endowed with an Rbilinear multiplication V × V → V, (x, y) → xy, satisfying 0 < dim V < ∞ and having no zero divisors (i.e. xy = 0 only if x = 0 or y = 0). The oldest known examples of real division algebras are the real numbers R (pythagorean school, 5th century B.C.), the complex numbers C (dal Ferro 1515, Tartaglia 1535, Cardano 1545), the quaternion algebra H (Hamilton 1843) and the octonion algebra O (Graves 1843, Cayley 1845). Classical theorems assert that (R, C, H) classifies all associative real division algebras (Frobenius 1878 [23] ), (R, C, H, O) classifies all alternative real division algebras (Zorn 1931 [34] ) and that every real division algebra has dimension 1,2,4 or 8 (Hopf 1940 [27] ; Kervaire, Bott and Milnor 1958 [30] , [7] ). Provoked by these milestones, first attempts towards a systematic classification of all real division algebras were made by Osborn 1962 [31] , Benkart and Osborn 1981 [5] and Althoen and Kugler [2] . To date this intriguing problem is still far from being solved in full generality. There are, however, three particular approaches where fairly distinct contours nowadays can be discerned.
1. The classification of all real flexible division algebras is almost accomplished (Benkart, Britten and Osborn 1982 [3] ; Cuenca Mira et al. 1999 [11] ; Darpö 2003 [12] , [13] ).
2. The classification of all real quadratic division algebras is accomplished in dimension at most 4 (Osborn 1962 [31] ; Hefendehl-Hebeker 1980 [25] , [26] ; Dieterich 1998 [16] , [17] , [21] ) and has made considerable progress in dimension 8 (Dieterich, Lindberg and Fieseler 2003 [20] , [19] ).
3. The real Lie algebras which arise as the derivation algebra of some real division algebra are classified by the eight Lie algebras R 0 , R 1 , R 2 (abelian), su 2 , su 2 × R, su 2 × su 2 , su 3 , g 2 (Benkart and Osborn 1981 [5] ). Moreover, there are partial results towards the classification of all real division algebras having a fixed derivation algebra type (Benkart and Osborn 1981 [6] ; Rochdi 1995 [32] ; Doković and Zhao 2003 [22] ).
On the other hand, shifting focus to the classification problem of all real division algebras of fixed dimension d ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8}, the solution is trivial in case d = 1 [ The 2-dimensional real commutative division algebras are claimed to be classified in [29] and [4] . However, the allegedly classifying list in [29] is redundant and the allegedly classifying list in [4] is not exhaustive (cf. [14] for a more detailed criticism). A correct classification of the 2-dimensional real commutative division algebras has recently been presented by Hübner and Petersson [28] , and independently by Darpö and Dieterich [14] . It is achieved through a systematic study of the isotopes of C, completing earlier work of Benkart, Britten and Osborn [4] which in turn traces back to Bruck [8] and Albert [1] . This approach lends itself to generalization. In the present article we show that it is in fact so powerful as to bring forth a classification of all 2-dimensional real division algebras, together with a description of all morphisms between the objects in the classifying list.
We use the following notation and terminology. The least natural number is 0. For each n ∈ N we set n = {ν ∈ N | 1 ≤ ν ≤ n}. By R >0 , R ≥0 we denote the rays of all positive, non-negative real numbers respectively. By R m×n we mean the vector space of all real matrices of size m × n. The identity matrix in R n×n is denoted by I = I n . We set R m = R m×1 . If M ∈ R m×n , then M t is the transpose of M and M denotes the linear map M : R n → R m , M (x) = M x. We write P ds n (R) for the subset of R n×n which consists of all positive definite symmetric matrices.
Let A be a category. If a function dim : Ob(A) → N is defined and n ∈ N, then A n denotes the full subcategory of A formed by dim −1 (n). For each A ∈ Ob(A) we denote by I A the identity morphism on A and by [A] the isoclass of A. For all A, B ∈ Ob(A) we denote by Iso A (A, B) the set of all isomorphisms ϕ : A → B in A.
All categories A considered in this note will be svelte, i.e. their isoclasses form a set, denoted by Ob(A)/ . A subset X ⊂ Ob(A) is said to exhaust Ob(A), to be irredundant, to be a cross-section for Ob(A)/ if and only if the canonical map [?] : X → Ob(A)/ , X → [X] is surjective, injective, bijective respectively. A cross-section for Ob(A)/ is also said to classify A. By a classification of A (up to isomorphism) we mean the explicit display of a cross-section for Ob(A)/ .
By A 1 . . . A we mean the coproduct of categories A 1 , . . . , A , while S 1∪ . . .∪ S denotes the union of pairwise disjoint sets S 1 , . . . , S .
Every group action G × X → X, (g, x) → gx gives rise to a groupoid, called the groupoid of the group action G×X → X and denoted by X = G X, whose object set is Ob(X) = X, whose morphism sets are M or X (x, y) = {(g, x, y) | g ∈ G ∧ gx = y}, and whose composition of morphisms is given by multiplication of group elements:
In practice we use the shorthand g = (g, x, y) to denote morphisms in X.
The orbit set X/G coincides with the set of isoclasses X/ , and hence the normal form problem of a group action G × X → X coincides with the classification problem for the groupoid X of that group action. If two actions of a group G are given, G × X → X and G × Y → Y , then every G-equivariant bijection ϕ : X → Y becomes an isomorphism between the groupoids of the group actions, again denoted by ϕ : X → Y , on setting ϕ(g, x, x ) = (g, ϕ(x), ϕ(x )) for all morphisms (g, x, x ) in X.
Preparatory lemmas
We denote by D the category of all real division algebras. A morphism ϕ : V → W in D is an R-linear map satisfying ϕ(xy) = ϕ(x)ϕ(y) for all x, y ∈ V . Accordingly, the zero map 0 
Lemma 2.1 (i) Every non-zero morphism in D is injective.
(ii) For each n ∈ N, every non-zero morphism in D n is an isomorphism.
Proof. (i) Let ϕ : V → W be a morphism in D which is not injective. Choose v ∈ ker ϕ \ {0}. Because V has no zero divisors, the linear endomorphism λ v : V → V, λ v (x) = vx is injective, and therefore bijective. Thus for each y ∈ V there exists a unique x ∈ V such that vx = y. Hence
(ii) Let ϕ : V → W be a non-zero morphism in D n . Then ϕ is injective by (i), and hence even bijective because dim V = n = dim W . Since ϕ −1 : W → V also is a morphism in D n it follows that ϕ is an isomorphism.
2
A famous theorem of Hopf, Bott, Milnor and Kervaire [27] , [7] , [30] . Complex multiplication thus becomes
The dot notation x · y is reserved exclusively for complex multiplication, while juxtaposition of matrices denotes matrix multiplication. To reduce the amount of brackets we agree that matrix multiplication binds stronger than complex multiplication. For example, if A, B ∈ GL 2 (R) and x, y ∈ C, then Ax · By = (Ax) · (By) . Setting R α = cos α − sin α sin α cos α , the identity
valid for all α, β ∈ R and all x, y ∈ C, is expressed equivalently in the form
Setting I = 1 0 0 −1 , the identity Ix = x holds for all x ∈ C. Accordingly the multiplicativity of complex conjugation is expressed by the formula
valid for all x, y ∈ C. Moreover, the matrix identity
holds for all α ∈ R. Given V ∈ D 2 and (α, β) ∈ (GL(V )) 2 , the real vector space V , endowed with the R-bilinear multiplication V × V → V, (x, y) → x • y = α(x)β(y) is a 2-dimensional real division algebra, denoted by V αβ = V α,β and called the isotope of V with respect to (α, β). In particular, the isotope C AB = C A,B of C with respect to (A, B) ∈ (GL 2 (R)) 2 is the real vector space C, endowed with the R-bilinear multiplication C × C → C, (x, y) → x • y = Ax · By. This construction establishes a map I : (GL 2 (R)) 2 → Ob(D 2 ), I(A, B) = C AB which we call the isotopy map based on C.
Every F ∈ GL 2 (R) determines an R-linear bijection F :
Generalizing an argument of Benkart, Britten and Osborn (cf. [4, p. 516]) only slightly, we show in Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 below that imI exhausts Ob(D 2 ). This fact being established, our strategy will be to reduce (GL 2 (R)) 2 to a subset C ⊂ (GL 2 (R)) 2 which is so big that I(C) still exhausts Ob(D 2 ), and simultaneously so small that I(C) is irredundant. In brief, we will search C ⊂ (GL 2 (R)) 2 such that I(C) classifies D 2 . A successful implementation of this strategy requires a collection of preparatory lemmas which we proceed to put on record. For Lemmas 2.3 and 2.6 credit must be given to Benkart, Britten and Osborn [4] .
So V αβ is a 2-dimensional real division algebra with identity element v 2 , and therefore V αβ is a 2-dimensional real quadratic division algebra. Now Osborn's theorem [31, p. 204] implies that V αβ is isomorphic to C (cf. [21,
is an algebra isomorphism.
Proof. If ϕ : V αβ → W is an algebra isomorphism, then
is an R-linear bijection. Moreover we have for all x, y ∈ V that
has the property that | det C| = | det D| = 1 and the homothety
Thus h is a bijective algebra morphism, hence an algebra isomorphism. 2
[ be the unique angles and i, j ∈ {0, 1} the unique exponents such that (S,
Proof. Arguing with (1) or (3) at appropriate places, the following identities hold for all x, y ∈ C.
Then the following statements hold true.
Proof. (i) follows immediately from Lemma 2.3.
(ii) According to (i), C GH has an identity element u = F 1. Thus Gx · v = Gx · Hu = x and w · Hx = Gu · Hx = x holds for all x ∈ C. This means that v G = I C = λ w H, and hence (
If now det G = 1, then |v| = 1 and hence
(iv) Writing (G −1 , H −1 ) = (|v|R α , |w|R β ) as in the proof of (iii) and applying (1), we find that
holds for all x ∈ C. (v) From (i) and (iv) we conclude that
We denote by P = P ds 2 (R) ∩ SL 2 (R) the set of all real 2 × 2-matrices which are positive definite symmetric and have determinant 1. For each i ∈ {0, 1} we set PI i = {P I i | P ∈ P} and I i P = {I i P | P ∈ P}. Note that PI i = I i P, because P I = I(IP I) and IP = (IP I)I holds for all P ∈ P.
, there exists by Lemma 2.2 an algebra isomorphism
Then Lemma 2.3 asserts that ϕ 1 : V → C AB also is an algebra isomorphism. By Lemma 2.4 there exists an algebra isomorphism ϕ 2 : C AB → C CD for some (C, D) ∈ (GL 2 (R)) 2 such that | det C| = | det D| = 1. Polar decomposition of C (jfr. [10] ) yields a unique matrix pair (P, S) ∈ P ds 2 (R) × O 2 (R) such that C = P S. From det P > 0 and | det S| = | det C| = 1 we infer that det P = 1, and hence (P, S) ∈ P × O 2 (R). Polar decomposition of D yields likewise a unique matrix pair (Q,
, SQS t I) ∈ P × PI, and an algebra isomorphism ϕ 4 :
) ∈ PI × P, and an algebra isomorphism ϕ 5 :
we have that (M 4 , N 4 ) = (R γ P R t γ I, R δ QR t δ I) ∈ PI × PI, and an algebra isomorphism
In the sequel, the conjugation matrix I = 1 0 0 −1 and the rotation
3 will play a distinguished rôle. They generate the cyclic group C 2 = I of order 2 and the dihedral group D 3 = I, J of order 6. Under the canonical group isomorphism
Proof. (i) Let F ∈ C 2 be such that (F AF t , F BF t ) = (C, D). Then F = I m for some m ∈ 2, and applying (2) we find that
Conversely, let F ∈ GL(R 2 ) be such that F ∈ Iso D C AI i ,BI j , C CI i ,DI j . Then Lemma 2.6, (iii) and (v) implies that
we obtain firstly C = H −1 I m AI m I i HGI i which by uniqueness of the polar decomposition implies
, and secondly D = G −1 I m BI m I j GHI j which by the same argument implies
For all (i, j) ∈ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)} it follows that G = H = I, F = I m ∈ C 2 and (F AF t , F BF t ) = (C, D).
(ii) Let F ∈ D 3 be such that (F AF t , F BF t ) = (C, D). Then F = J n I m for some (n, m) ∈ 3 × 2. Applying (1)- (3) we find that
and F = G −1 H −1 I m for some m ∈ 2. Substituting this expression for F in
, 1} 2 and assume that there exists an algebra isomorphism F :
Recall thatĎ 2 denotes the full subcategory ofĎ which is formed by all 2-dimensional objects inĎ. Thus Ob(
Hence the categoriesĎ 2 and D 2 have the same sets of isoclasses. For each (i, j) ∈ {0, 1} 2 we denote byĎ 2,ij the full subcategory ofĎ 2 formed by all V ∈ Ob(Ď 2 ) such that V→ C M N for some (M, N ) ∈ PI i ×PI j . These categoriesĎ 2,ij turn out to be equivalent partly to the groupoid C 2 P 2 of the group action
and partly to the groupoid D 3 P 2 of the extended group action
More precisely, functors F ij : C 2 P 2 →Ď 2,ij are given for all (i, j) ∈ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)} by F ij (A, B) = C AI i ,BI j and F ij (F ) = F . Moreover, a functor F 11 : D 3 P 2 →Ď 2,11 is given by F 11 (A, B) = C IA,IB and F 11 (F ) = F . Proposition 3.2 (i)-(ii) assures that these functors are well-defined on morphism sets. We denote by
the functor which is given by F| (C 2 P 2 ) ij = I ij F ij for all (i, j) ∈ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)}, and
where I ij :Ď 2,ij →Ď 2 denotes the inclusion functor for each (i, j) ∈ {0, 1} 2 .
Theorem 3.3 (i) The categoryĎ 2 decomposes according tǒ
(ii) The functors F ij : C 2 P 2 →Ď 2,ij for all (i, j) ∈ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)} and the functor F 11 : D 3 P 2 →Ď 2,11 are equivalences of categories.
(iii) The functor F : ij∈{00,01,10} C 2 P 2 ij D 3 P 2 →Ď 2 is an equivalence of categories.
(iv) If M classifies C 2 P 2 and N classifies D 3 P 2 , then
Proof. (i) Propositions 3.1 and 3.2(iii) imply that
and M orĎ(V, W ) = ∅ for all V ∈ Ob(Ď 2,ij ) and W ∈ Ob(Ď 2,kl ) such that (i, j) = (k, l).
(ii) The functors F ij : C 2 P 2 →Ď 2,ij for all (i, j) ∈ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)} and the functor F 11 : D 3 P 2 →Ď 2,11 are dense and faithful by definition, and full by Proposition 3.2 (i)-(ii).
(iii) By (i), the functor F : ij∈{00,01,10} C 2 P 2 ij D 3 P 2 →Ď 2 coincides with the functor ij∈{0,1} 2
By (ii), the latter functor is an equivalence of categories.
(iv) follows immediately from (i) and (ii). 2
Thus Theorem 3.3 explains the categorical structure of D 2 in terms of the groupoids C 2 P 2 and D 3 P 2 , and it reduces the problem of classifying D 2 to the two separate problems of classifying each of the groupoids C 2 P 2 and
We proceed to solve these latter problems by means of elementary plane Euclidean geometry.
4 Classification of C 2 P 2 and
The reflection of pairs of points in the complex open right half plane H = R >0 × R with respect to the positive real axis R >0 = R >0 × {0} is described by the natural group action
The map
is bijective and satisfies ϕ(Ix) = Iϕ(x)I for all x ∈ H. We denote by Q = R >0 × R >0 the open first quadrant, and by Q = R >0 × R ≥0 its closure in H.
Proof. (i) Since ϕ is bijective, ϕ × ϕ is bijective. The identities (ϕ × ϕ)(Ix, Iy) = (ϕ(Ix), ϕ(Iy)) = (Iϕ(x)I, Iϕ(y)I), valid for all (x, y) ∈ H 2 , show that ϕ × ϕ is C 2 -equivariant.
(ii) For elementary geometric reasons, A is a cross-section for the orbit set H 2 /C 2 , which coincides with the set of isoclasses of the groupoid C 2 H 2 .
(iii) Being a C 2 -equivariant bijection, the map ϕ × ϕ : H 2 → P 2 is an isomorphism of groupoids. So (ii) implies (iii). 2
In order to complete our classification of D 2 it remains to classify D 3 P 2 . A parametrization of P which turns out to be well-adapted to this purpose is given by the map : U o → P, (λe αi ) = R α D λ R t α , where U o = {z ∈ C | 0 < |z| ≤ 1} denotes the punctured closed unit disc in the complex plane, 0 < λ ≤ 1, α ∈ R, and D λ = λ 0 0 λ −1 . For later use we introduce the shorthand P λα = R α D λ R t α , valid for all λ ∈ ]0, 1] and α ∈ R.
Proposition 4.2 The map
Proof. Since every P ∈ P is positive definite symmetric and has determinant 1, the eigenvalues of P are real and of the form λ, λ −1 , where 0 < λ ≤ 1. Now Jacobi's spectral theorem implies the existence of an angle α ∈ R such that P = P λα . Thus z = λe αi ∈ U o and (z) = P .
, and hence {z, −z} ⊂ −1 (z). Conversely, suppose that w = µe βi ∈ −1 (z). Then P µβ = (w) = (z) = P λα . Comparing the least eigenvalue and its eigenspace of P µβ and P λα respectively, we infer that µ = λ and β − α ∈ Zπ. So w ∈ {z, −z}. 2
We denote by ∼ the equivalence relation on U o whose equivalence classes are the fibres of , described in Proposition 4.2. Moreover we denote by U o /∼ the fibre set of , by [z] = −1 (z) the equivalence class of z ∈ U o and by : (U o /∼) → P, [z] = (z) the bijection induced by .
is welldefined and a group action. With respect to this group action and the group action D 3 × P → P, (F, P ) → F P F t , the bijection :
Proof. Proposition 4.2 will be applied repeatedly and without specific reference. Let F ∈ D 3 and z, w ∈ U o be given, such that z ∼ w. Then |z| = |w|. If |z| = 1, then |F z| = |F w| = 1 implies that F z ∼ F w. If |z| < 1, then z ∼ w implies z = ±w, hence F z = ±F w and therefore F z ∼ F w. Thus the map (F, [z]) → [F z] is well-defined. A routine verification shows that it is a group action.
To prove the D 3 -equivariance of , let F = J j I k with (j, k) ∈ {0, 1, 2} × {0, 1} and z = λe αi ∈ U o be given. Then, by means of the identities
is well-defined and a group action. With respect to this group action and the group action
Proof. Due to the identities 
The latter problem is of such an elementary geometric nature that it can be solved by "carefully looking at" the punctured closed unit disc. A formal solution to it is prepared by the Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 below.
The subset S = {λe αi | 0 < λ < 1 ∧ 0 ≤ α < π}∪ {1} ⊂ U o is a cross-section for U o /∼. Thus the subsets S of S correspond bijectively to the subsets [S ] = {[z] | z ∈ S } of U o / ∼. In our context, the following subsets S i of S will be of particular interest:
We set C 2 = J 2 I . 
(ii) The subset [S 2 ] ⊂ U o /∼ is a cross-section for the orbit set of the group action
Proof. We denote by U = {z ∈ C | |z| < 1} the open unit disc in the complex plane. For any subset C ⊂ C and for any F ∈ D 3 we set −C = {−c | c ∈ C} and
Let z, w ∈ S 1 be such that F [z] = [w] for some F ∈ D 3 . Then F z ∼ w, and hence |z| = |F z| = |w|. Accordingly, if |z| = 1 then z = 1 = w. If |z| < 1, then z = λe αi and w = λe βi for some 0 < λ < 1 and 0 ≤ α, β ≤ π 6 . The relation F z ∼ w now implies F z = ±w, hence
hence α = β and thus z = w.
(ii) Arguing as in the proof of (i), completeness of [S 2 ] follows from the covering
while irredundance of [S 2 ] follows from the fact that (−1) k α = β + π, with 0 ≤ α, β ≤ π 2 and (k, ) ∈ {0, 1} × Z, enforces α = β. (iii) Arguing once more as in the proof of (i), completeness of [S 3 ] follows from the covering
while irredundance of [S 3 ] follows from the fact that
We set C 1 = I 2 .
Lemma 4.6 The stabilizers Stab
under the natural D 3 -action are given as follows.
f or all 0 < λ < 1 and 0 < α < i implies [Jλe
(iv) Set z = λe αi and let F ∈ Stab D 3 [z]. Then F z = ±z. Writing F = J j I k with (j, k) ∈ {0, 1, 2} × {0, 1}, the latter identity is equivalent to the statement 2π 3 j + (−1) k α = α + π for some ∈ Z, which in turn holds only if k = 0 and j = 0. So F = I 2 .
We define the subset B ⊂ (U o ) 2 by
where ]0, e π 6
i [ = {λe π 6 i | 0 < λ < 1} and int(S 1 ) = {λe αi | 0 < λ < 1 and 0 < α < π 6 } denotes the interior of S 1 . 2 is a cross-section for the orbit set of the group action
Proposition 4.7 The subset
Proof. The Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 will be applied repeatedly and without specific reference.
To prove completeness of
In accordance with the partition
Altogether we have proved the existence of a group element
To prove irredundance of [B] , let (x, y), (x , y ) ∈ B be such that 5 Summary 
is a bijection between H and the set P of all positive definite symmetric real 2 × 2-matrices having determinant 1. Our second parametrizing set B ⊂ (U o ) 2 consists of pairs of points in the complex punctured closed unit disc U o = {z ∈ C | 0 < |z| ≤ 1}. It is defined as
where the subsets S i ⊂ S ⊂ U o , i ∈ 3, are
, where
is a surjection, inducing bijections : (U o /∼) → P and | S : S → P. Every matrix pair (A, B) ∈ P 2 determines four 2-dimensional real division algebras F ij (A, B) by means of the four functors
Here, for each (M, N ) ∈ (GL 2 (R)) 2 , the division algebra C M N is defined as the real vector space C, endowed with the multiplication x • y = M x · N y, where · denotes the complex multiplication. 
Combining the decompositionĎ 2 = ij∈{0,1} 2Ď2,ij (Theorem 3.3(i)) with the equivalences of categories
for all (i, j) ∈ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)} and
(Theorem 3.3(ii), Proposition 4.1(i), Corollary 4.4(i)) and the classifications of C 2 H 2 and
, we find that the problem of describing the automorphism groups of all 2-dimensional real division algebras is reduced to the two separate problems of describing the stabilizers
of all (x, y) ∈ A under the natural C 2 -action, and describing the stabilizers
we have in view of Lemma 4.6 
A classical result of Hopf [27] asserts that every commutative real division algebra has dimension 1 or 2. Moreover it is well-known (see e.g. [21, Proposition 1.1]) that every 1-dimensional real division algebra is isomorphic to R. Therefore the problem of classifying all commutative real division algebras is equivalent to the problem of classifying all 2-dimensional commutative real division algebras. The latter problem was first tackled by Kantor and Solodovnikov [29] , and independently by Benkart, Britten and Osborn [4] . A correct solution to it has recently been obtained by Hübner and Petersson [28] , and independently by Darpö and Dieterich [14] . Let us now show how Darpö and Dieterich's solution can be recovered as an easy consequence of Theorem 5.1.
Assume conversely that C M N is commutative. Then
holds for all x, y ∈ C. In particular
for all x ∈ C. Here M N −1 1 = λe αi for some λ > 0 and α ∈ R. Hence
for all x ∈ C, which implies M = λR α N .
(ii) If M = N , then M = λR α N for λ = 1 and α = 0, hence C M N is commutative by (i).
Assume conversely that C M N is commutative and (M, N ) = (AI i , BI j ) for some (A, B) ∈ P 2 and (i, j) ∈ {0, 1} 2 . By (i) there exist λ > 0 and α ∈ R such that AI i = λR α BI j = (λR α BR t α )(R α I j ). Uniqueness of the polar decomposition implies (A, I i ) = (λR α BR t α , R α I j ). Passage to determinants yields (1, (−1) i ) = (λ 2 , (−1) j ), hence λ = 1 and i = j. So R α = I 2 , and therefore M = AI i = BI j = N .
We use the shorthand C M = C M,M , for any M ∈ GL 2 (R).
Corollary 5.4
The commutative real division algebras are classified by
Proof. We denote by D the category of all commutative real division algebras, and we set C = C ϕ(x) | x ∈ Q ∪ C I (y) | y ∈ S 1 . Let us record one more corollary, describing the structure of the categoryĎ 2 of all 2-dimensional commutative real division algebras whose morphisms are the non-zero algebra morphisms in terms of the matrix groupoid C 2 P D 3 P, given by the action of C 2 and D 3 respectively on P by conjugation.
Corollary 5.6 The map F : C 2 P D 3 P →Ď 2 given by F (A) = C A for all A ∈ C 2 P and F (B) = C IB for all B ∈ D 3 P, together with the maps F (F ) = F for all morphisms F in C 2 P D 3 P, is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. The equivalence of categories F :   ij∈{00,01,10}
from Theorem 3.3 induces by Proposition 5.3(ii) an equivalence of full subcategories F : C 2 P D 3 P →Ď 2 whose maps are those described in the statement.
We denote by E the set of all ellipses in R 2 which are centred in the origin and have reciprocal axis lengths. The map
is bijective, and moreover G-equivariant for any G < O 2 (R) acting on P by conjugation and on E naturally. Hence the map ψ × ψ : P 2 → E 2 is a G-equivariant bijection for any G < O 2 (R) acting on P 2 by simultaneous conjugation and on E 2 simultaneously naturally. Accordingly ψ induces isomorphisms of groupoids Ψ :
  ij∈{00,01,10}
and Ψ : C 2 P D 3 P −→ C 2 E D 3 E . Composing Ψ −1 with F and Ψ −1 with F we obtain in conclusion the following Structure Theorem describing the abstractly given category of all 2-dimensional (commutative) real division algebras which we originally started out from in an explicit, constructive and even visible way in terms of elementary plane Euclidean geometry.
Structure Theorem 5.7 The functors
and F Ψ −1 : C 2 E D 3 E −→Ď 2 are equivalences of categories.
